
Math 103b Winter 2006 Final Exam review guide
Chapter 12-13De�nitions: Ring (don't need to memorize de�nition, just know basi-ally what it is), identity element, ommutative/nonommutative ring, unit,subring, zero-divisor, domain, �eld, harateristi of a ring (I only de�nedthis for rings with identity.)Examples: Know what the most basi examples of rings are and someof their properties. Rings of numbers (Z;Q;R ; C , all are domains, the lastthree are �elds, all have harateristi 0). Zm, the integers modulo m,for any m � 2 (a �eld if m is prime, not even a domain if m omposite,harateristi is m). Matrix rings: M2(F ), whih is 2 � 2-matries withentries from F . Here F ould be any of the rings of numbers above, or evenZm for some m (Matrix rings are the simplest examples of nonommutativerings.) Polynomial rings R[x℄, where R is a ommutative domain (studied indetail later espeially when R is a �eld). The Gaussian integers Z[i℄, whihis a speial ase of rings of the form Z[pd℄ we studied later. We also showedQ [p2℄ is a �eld at this point, whih turns out to be a speial ase of ourlater work on �elds.Theorems: Basi properties of rings like 0r = 0 for all r 2 R. Subringtest. Canellation property in domains (know proof). A �nite inte-gral domain is a �eld (So Zp for prime p is a �eld.) The harateristi of adomain is 0 or a prime.Chapter 14De�nitions: Ideal, fator ring, prime ideal, maximal ideal, prinipalideal generated by a 2 R where R is a ommutative ring (written hai).1



Theorems: Given any ideal I of a ring R, the fator ring R=I is a well-de�ned ring. If R is ommutative with identity, then R=I is a domain if andonly if I is a prime ideal, and R=I is a �eld if and only if I is a maximalideal.Tehniques: Be able to multiply and add osets and work with fatorrings. Be able to deide if ideals are prime or maximal, based on where thefator rings are domains or �elds, and vie versa.Chapter 15De�nitions: Homomorphism and isomorphism, kernel and image of ahomomorphism [The �eld of quotients of a ommutative domain will not betested.℄Theorems: Basi properties of homomorphisms. The 1st isomorphismtheorem| for a homomorphism � : R ! S, R= ker� �= Im�. Given anyring R with identity, there is a homomorphism Z! R sending a to a �1|thekernel of this homomorphism is exatly hmi, where m is the harateristiof R.Tehniques: Understand some important examples where fator ringsan be shown to be the same as other familiar rings. Be able to use the 1stisomorphism theorem to do this in some easy examples like Z=hmi �= Zm.Understand problems about fator rings of Z[i℄ suh as provingZ[i℄=h2� ii �= Z5. Another example like that was on exam #2. Lookover those problems again.Chapter 16De�nitions: Polynomial ring R[x℄ (for any ommutative ring R w/1),evaluating a polynomial at some a, division algorithm, degree of a polyno-mial, leading oeÆient, onstant, PID.Theorems: R[x℄ is a domain if and only if R is a domain. Divisionalgorithm for F [x℄ where F is a �eld. Remainder and fator theorems. Apolynomial of degree n in F [x℄ has at most n roots in F (ounting multi-pliity.) F [x℄ is a PID. 2



Tehniques: Be able to do the division algorithm over any �eld, in-luding Zp. Be able to use the Remainder theorem to �nd the remainderwhen dividing by (x�a), without atually using the division algorithm (sev-eral of you tripped up on this on Exam #2.) Know how to prove thatR[x℄=hx2 + 1i �= C (in notes and book), and the similar homeworkproblem that Q [x℄=hx2 � 2i �= Q [p2℄. The Chapter 16 proofs of theseresults use an evaluation map and the 1st homomorphism theorem. Nowthat we know a little �eld theory, you ould also use the "big theorem" westated in lass on 3/8.Chapter 17De�nitions: Reduible and irreduible polynomials in R[x℄ (ase whereR = F is a �eld most important).Theorems: F a �eld. A polynomial f 2 F [x℄ of degree 2 or 3 is reduibleover F if and only if it has a root in F . A polynomial in Z[x℄ whih isirreduible over Z is also irreduible over Q . The mod p irreduibilitytest (know basi idea of proof as well as how to use). hf(x)i is amaximal ideal of F [x℄ if and only if f(x) is an irreduible polynomial.Tehniques: Be able to deide if a polynomial f 2 F [x℄ is irreduibleor not using the above theorems. Be able to use this to deide if hf(x)i ismaximal and if F [x℄=hf(x)i is a �eld.Chapter 18De�nitions: Irreduibles, primes, and assoiates in any ommutativedomain R with 1. (The de�nitions of irreduibles for F [x℄ above are just aspeial ase.) Norm of elements in the ring Z[pd℄ (where d is not divisibleby the square of a prime) UFDs. [Eulidean domains will be omitted fromthe exam.℄Theorems: Know the basi fats about the norm funtion for ringsZ[pd℄. A PID is a UFD, so F [x℄ and Z are UFDs.Examples: Have a basi idea of whih rings are UFDs and whih aren't.Z;Z[x℄; F[x℄;Z[i℄ are UFDs. The only rings we showed are not UFDs areertain rings of the form Z[pd℄ (you don't need to memorize for whih d's.)3



Tehniques: be able to study irreduibles, units, assoiates, and be ableto fator elements in rings like Z and F [x℄, and most importantly, the ringsZ[pd℄ (using properties of the norm funtion.) Review the last problem onexam #2, and the various homework exerises about Z[pd℄.Chapter 19De�nitions: Vetor spae V over a �eld F (just understand basi idea,don't memorize de�nition), Basis of a vetor spae, Dimension of a vetorspae, subspae of a vetor spae.I overed this setion quikly and you are not expeted to know anythingreally deep. The assigned Chapter 19 homework problems from HW #7should give you an idea of what is expeted at the very most. We onlytalked about vetor spaes so we ould use them a little in the theory of�elds and the theory of error orreting odes.Chapters 20-21You are responsible for only very seleted fats from these hapters; Mostimportantly, use the problems on HW #7, #8 as a guide: make sure youhave a basi understanding of the problems about �elds on these HW's.De�nitions: Field extension F � E. Splitting �eld of a polynomialf(x) 2 F [x℄ whih splits in E. Minimal polynomial g(x) 2 F [x℄ of � 2 Ewhih is a root of some f 2 F [x℄. The notation F (a1; a2; : : : ; an) for ai 2 E(this is the smallest sub�eld of E ontaining F and all ai).Theorems: Big theorem presented in lass on 3=8. If g(x) 2 F [x℄ is theminimal poly of � 2 E, then F (�) = F+F�+� � �+F�n�1, where n = deg g,whih is an n-dimensional vetor spae over F . Also F (�) is isomorphi toF [x℄=hg(x)i.Tehniques: Conentrate on the ase F = Q � E = C . Be able towrite down the splitting �eld of a polynomial f(x) 2 Q [x℄ for whih you an�nd the roots. Be able to simplify the notation Q(a1 ; : : : ; an) diretly fromthe de�nition (for example, proving that Q(1;�1 + p�3=2; 1 � p�3=2) isreally just the same as Q(p�3) (HW #7). Be able to �nd the minimal poly4



of some � 2 C (usually in problems it is not hard to �nd some polynomialg(x) 2 Q [x℄ with � a root; then you just have to prove g(x) is irreduible).Be able to identity expliitly what Q(�) is using the big theorem and doalulations like �nd inverses of elements in there (see HW#8).Chapter 31You are responsible only for those things about odes whih we overedin leture. The single problem on error orreting odes on HW#8 is a goodguide for what you should know how to do.De�nitions: Basi ideas of error orretion and detetion. An (n; k)binary ode. d(v; w). wt(v). Weight of a ode. Hamming ode given by ann� k Matrix G. Parity hek matrix H.Theorems: Most important: A ode of weight at least 2t+1 an orretany t errors or detet any 2t errors. Understand the basi idea of the proof(all ode words are \far apart" from eah other in distane), but you won'tbe asked to reprodue the proof. Understand the main ingredients thatgo into the proof: wt(u � v) = d(u; v). The triangle inequality d(u;w) �d(u; v) + d(v; w). Theorem about how the parity hek matrix an be usedto orret a single error (don't need to know proof, just how to use.)Tehniques: Finding the weight of a ode by writing down all of theode vetors and inspeting (or in some other way). Finding the number oferrors a ode an detet or orret using the main theorem. Correting ordeteting errors by heking against the list of ode words. Deteting andorreting an expliit single error using the parity hek matrix.HomeworksLook over past homeworks, but the longer \proof" problems you will notbe responsible for reproduing on an exam. HW #7 and #8 are espeiallyruial to know beause that material is fresher and has had less time tosink in, and plus it hasn't been tested yet so there will de�nitely be someproblems like those on the exam.
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